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THE FEASIBILITY OF USING A PHENOMENOLOGICAL APPROACH TO EXPLICATE
THE EXPERIENCE OF BEING-IN-COMMUNITY: EXPERIENCE OF REVIVING THE
MARINE HERITAGE IN BAHRAIN
Abstract
The strategic location of Bahrain and its wealthy marine and coastal environment were the main drivers for
the country’s flourishment before the discovery of oil. For a long time, Bahrain has functioned as a pioneer
maritime trade center and represented a significant trade transit route between the east and west that
transfers the affluent marine productions. This mainly formed an eminent cultural heritage for the country
reflected within its inveterate maritime history and the authentic bond between the Bahraini grandparents
and the sea. Unfortunately, along with the life evolution, this bond became weak and the biodiversity of
the country’s marine life and coastal environment become threatened due to different human harmful
practices such as irregular fishing patterns, waste thrown into the sea, etc.
These problems are majorly caused by the low awareness level of humans toward the marine environment
and are mainly pressuring and deteriorating its biodiversity while also negatively affecting its sustainability
by limiting its creature’s growth and polluting its sea. Therefore, the responsibility of reconnecting the
public with marine life and increasing their level of awareness on such issues is ours. This research
paper will mainly address the connection between the Bahraini people, sea, and port by touching its
history and current environmental situation. It also suggests and analyzes the feasibility of using the
phenomenological approach as a solution for developing a new marine seafront heritage in Bahrain whis
is an approach that mainly creates existential spaces through sensory qualities which are the vision,
audial, touch, hearing, taste, and smell, which therefore evokes a more emotional experience while also
considering the post pandemic effect of the public space.
The research will also address a questionnaire survey that was conducted with 150 people living in Bahrain
to investigate the psychological and social behaviors, and demands of Bahrain’s community to determine
the importance of developing such areas within the country as centers that revive marine life and raises
a public call for saving and preserving the marine life, to ensures that these traditional maritime practices
are passed to the future generation along with a more appropriate marine environmental condition.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The idea of developing the Marina Revival Center of Bahrain mainly emerges to revive its
maritime cultural heritage and identity by reinforcing Bahraini people's belonging to the sea as the
development will mainly link between the past and the present by recalling the country’s maritime
cultural identity to preserve it and will connect with the present through the development's
contribution in dealing and responding to the current and future environmental circumstances as it
will mainly be focusing on the marine's living conditions and human's well-being. The need of the
Marina Revival Center of Bahrain primarily emerges from goal 14 of the SDGs, which is to "Conserve
and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine resources for sustainable development." (Committee,
B. N. I., 2018). This vision will comply with the governmental efforts toward the aquatic environment
and overcome the human's lack of consciousness on marine life by increasing their marine knowledge
and awareness. Also, the need for such development mainly emerges from the public need for
developing a new recreational vision in Bahrain that was mentioned within different local newspaper
publications as the public believes that the existing activities became very repetitive.

1.1. Goals and Objectives.
The primary goal of the Marina Revival Center is to create a permanent destination that
revives Bahrain's marine life and contributes to saving and preserving it while also promoting
the sustainability main pillars to meet the holistic prosperity within the development. The center
targets several objectives:
• The environmental-wise objects:
- To encourage the marine life conservation process.
- To minimize the negative environmental impacts of the building on its surrounding.
• The social-wise objects:
- To preserve Bahrain's maritime cultural heritage.
- To increase people's awareness of marine aquatic life, its significance, and threats.
• The economic-wise objects:
- To generate a new tourism attraction point that targets both the locals and tourists thus
contribute to Bahrain's Economic Vision 2030.
The idea will be mainly sponsored by the Ministry of Culture in collaboration with the
Supreme Council for Environment, specifically, the Public Commission for Protection of the
Marine Recourses, Environment, and Wildlife. It will target both the citizens from different
generations as it will be designed to suit all the family members and the tourist as according to
the governmental statics (2017), 57% of Bahrain's annual tourism visits Bahrain to spend their
vacations in and to entertain (Tourism Statistics, 2017).

2. METHODOLOGY
The study is based on theoretical and analytical approaches as following:
▪ Theoretical Issues: This research paper mainly aims to address the relationship between the
Bahraini people and the sea and port by touching its history and current situation. Also, it aims to
analyze the feasibility of using the phenomenological approach in developing a new marine
seafront heritage in Bahrain and reconnecting its people with it thus raising their awareness of
such life while also considering the post-pandemic effect of the public space.
▪ Questionnaire survey: The survey was conducted with 150 people to investigate the psychological
and social behavior and demands of the Bahraini community, which therefore determines the
importance of such development and its potentiated effect on the community.
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2.1. Bahrain Marine Life
The “Marine Ecosystem” terminology mainly refers to all the living organisms within the
salted water of the sea or the ocean. Since the ancient time, Bahrain was a well-known country
with its marine wealth and the liveliness of its clear magnificent seas that are characterized by
relatively high water temperature ranging between 14°C in the winter and 35°C in summer with
a high percentage of salinity that goes between 40-50% and average pH value of 7.9 (Directorate
of Environmental Assessment and Planning, 2009). The marine life plays an essential role in the
contribution to the continuity of the planet’s lifecycle as it provides several materialistic and
nonmaterialistic services that offer better living conditions and could be classified into four
groups according to the World Ocean Review by Maribus (2015) which are the supportive
services, provisioning services, cultural services, and regulating services (Maribus, 2015).
a. The supportive services are mainly associated with the environmental sustainability aspects
as the marine life produces the needed amount of oxygen for the livings and maintains good
web dynamics, which therefore encourages food security (Maribus, 2015).
b. The provisioning services are reflected within the sea’s seafood, jewelers, pharmaceutical
ingredient, and significant transportation routes (Maribus, 2015).
c. The cultural services are mainly including the inspirational aesthetic view of the sea that
contributes to human’s well-being as well as includes the leisure recreational aspect of the
seaside (Figure 1) “Cultural services are those which have particular social, religious or
spiritual significance or which are part of a nation’s traditions.” (Maribus, 2015).
d. The regulating services comprise the coastal protection settled laws, the climate, and water
maintenance laws (Maribus, 2015).

Fig.1: A- Bahrain Bay’s Development (Four Seasons Hotel Bahrain Bay, 2011) B- Marassi AlBahrain Seafront Development (Marassi Al-Bahrain First Reveal, 2015).

Due to the strategic geographical location of Bahrain and the uniqueness of its wealthy
marine-coastal environment, the country has flourished with its marine production as Bahrainis
were mainly professional in pearl diving, fishing, and ship buildings (Figure 2). Pearl diving in
Bahrain wasn’t only a profession but also a way of living as it was a seasonal activity that
happens during the summer and lasts for four months (Hobbs M. , 2014). Divers used to farewell
their families and homes to set out an oysters searching journey to harvest the pearls from sea to
trade it locally and internationally to the rich countries such as the Ottoman Empire, India, and
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Persia as the pearls were the symbol of luxury and were used on the manufacturing of the
precious jewelry and clothing. According to a political report that was written on the pearling
industry in 1865, “there were 1500 pearling boats active in Bahrain during the pearling season,
yielding a profit of £400,000 each year.” (Hobbs M. , 2014).

Fig.2: A- Arab Pearl-divers preforming their Profession. B- Fisherman from Galali Throwing Nettrap into the Sea. From the Pearl Book (Hobbs M. , 2014).

Muharraq City has played an inherent illustrious role in the pearl trading of Bahrain and
Gulf generally as it was knowns as the pearling capital of the Arabian Gulf due to its richness
with resources and activeness of people as most of its citizens were diver or involved in a way
or other in the pearling industry or even its supplying activities as mentioned in the official site
of Bahrain Pearling Path “It was the Gulf’s most active and prosperous pearling city.” (Bahrain
Authority for Culture and Antiquities, 2012). The fishing resources were the second major source
of income in Bahrain as the country was self-sufficient with its fish production and its residences
used to practice this activity either commercially-wise or recreationally-wise. All of these aspects
have established a powerful bond between the citizens and the sea and thus recorded a
distinguished history within its region “The Bahraini identity is linked to the sea and to the
practices, crafts, customs, traditions, and professions that man has invented” (Al-Arab
Newspaper, 2015). Most of the maritime traditional activities such as fishing and diving are still
practiced within the country, however on a smaller scale especially because the public became
immersed in keeping up with the modern life and leaving their traditional practices limited on
special occasions and specific time of the year.

2.2. Threats Facing Bahrain’s Marine Ecosystem.
According to the State of the Environment in the Kingdom of Bahrain that the Public
Commission published for the Protection of Marine Resources, Environment, and Wildlife
(2009), Bahrain’s marine life has been threatened by several factors that could be divided into
three categories:
a. The Land-Based Threats Resources: Are associated with the wastewater treatment plants
located on its east coast area, especially from the primary station of these planets located in
Tubli Bay. Desalination plants are another land-based source of threats that discharge a
tremendous amount of water into the sea rather than treating it for agricultural purposes.
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b. Coast Based Threats Resources: Started to spread during the ’60s, when the sea reclamation
activities have started to meet the needs of the residential and industrial developments
corresponding to the rapid population growth and the continuously developing needs.
“Reclamation projects had increased Bahrain’s area from 661.87 km2 in 1963 to 760 km2 in
2007.” (Directorate of Environmental Assessment and Planning, 2009). as various largescale constructions were developed within Bahrain’s coastal zone such as the Financial
Harbor, Bahrain Bay, Durrat Al Bahrain, Amwaj Islands as well as the other cultural and
recreational activities happening within the western and northern coasts.
c. The Sea-Based Threat Resources: refer to the oil tanker spills to the marine and coastal
environment, this will happen either by the ship’s energy-burning process that is required to
generate its power, by the considerable quantities of oil transported in the sea, especially from
Sitra where Bahrain Petroleum Company (BAPCO), and by the installed offshores oil
pipelines the transports the oil between Saudi Arabia and Bahrain (Directorate of
Environmental Assessment and Planning, 2009).
d. Human behaviors and activities: In addition to the previous marine threat, human behaviors
and activities also contribute to harming the marine environment either through uneven and
illegal fishing patterns or through the different objects and wastes that the people throw into
the sea (Figure 3).
These threats are expected to increase over time if people continue to behave the same,
mainly because the results of these threats became too evident within the fish production and
environmental records; therefore, a conservation strategy should be settled along with
remarkably increasing the community’s awareness in such life to promote to its sustainability.
B

A

C
c

Fig.3: Different Coastal Areas in Bahrain Polluted by the Waste thrown to it. A-Karbabad
Area. B-Muharraq Area. C-Seef Area. (Channaa, 2020).

2.3. Bahrain Contribution to the Marine Conservation Process.
The United Nations (2015) has developed “17 Sustainable Development Goals” that
represent a couple of agenda that guides the countries in their comprehensive progressing to
sustainability, so the actions of today will not compromise the chances of the future generations
(Figure 4). According to the Kingdom of Bahrain’s First Voluntary National Review (2018), the
country greatly emphasizes the importance of the sustainability concept and prioritizes the
human and planet’s well-being, prosperity, and justice, as it also has launched the “Bahrain
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Economic Vision 2030” that promotes to the sustainability (Committee of Bahrain National
Information, 2018). The Public Commission for the Protection of Marine Resources, the
Environment, and Wildlife of Bahrain has mainly established in corresponding to goal 14, which
is the “Life Below Water” that targets the sustainable usage of marine life resources and its
conservation strategy. This institute mainly objects to generate marine sources protection action
plan, set out principles for protecting the coastal environment, and promote studying and
researching the marine life environment and rising sea level. Therefore, it has accomplished
various national, regional, and international commitments to preserve and protect marine life,
such as becoming a member of the Regional Organization for the Protection of the Marine
Environment, approving on the United Nations Convention on the Sea’s law as well as joining
various international organizations such as the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
(Directorate of Environmental Assessment and Planning, 2009).

Fig.4: The 17 Sustainable Development Goals (United Nations, 2015).

Bahrain has made much effort and will continue taking action toward the coastal and
marine environment. However, additional integrational public efforts are required as mentioned:
“There is an urgent need for agencies and institutions working in the field of marine resources
to participate actively in the sustainable development of the resource” (Directorate of
Environmental Assessment and Planning, 2009), the need for the Marina Revival Center mainly
emerges from this point to sustainably revive the country’s marine life and appeal to the public’s
awareness.

3. THE PHENOMENOLOGICAL APPROACH
The German philosopher, Edmund Husserl “sought to develop a new philosophical method
which would lend absolute certainty to a disintegrating civilization” (Eagleton T. , 1983). Husserl
disallowed the trust that objects in the world are independent and that the data about things are
consistent. He argued that people could be certain about how things look or show themselves to their
awareness (Fouche, 1993). To achieve certainty, anything outside straight experience must be
discounted, and in this method, the world is reduced to the fillings of personal awareness. The is a
method of inquiry into people and the world or, more precisely, into their relationship, which focuses
upon nature and reality not as an absolute existing only outside us, but as subject to human interaction,
and creative participation.

3.1. The Phenomenological Approach and the Human Senses.
To rebuild the connection between the Bahraini people and the sea, the public’s level of
appreciation to the marine life should be increased and their bond to it should be strengthened
this happens when the public building offer to their visitors a multi-sensory experience of placemaking that incorporates the five human senses which are the vision, audial, touch, hearing, taste
and smell within the journey of experiencing the space. According to Pallasmaa, the visual world
can be shadowed, illuminated, colored, made up of textures, sides, forms, and interspaces filled
with meaningful objects to create different experiences that revive different lost feelings and
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desires. Pallasmaa also added that the human eyes begin to transmit knowledge about the texture
of an item even before they touch it with hands as the mind begin to understand whether an
object is hard or soft, cold or warm, heavy or light, by looking at it, as it is ingrained in the
human’s minds from a lifetime of experiences. “The skin reads the texture, weight, density and
of matter ... The tactile sense connects us with time and tradition.” (Pallasmaa, 2005). However,
the audial world is omnidirectional, unlike vision, which is centered, its purpose is to detect the
direction of an event and to evoke different feelings and memories as every sound has a distinct
spatial quality. "Space is conceived and appreciated through its echo as much as through its
visual shape, but the acoustic percept usually remains an unconscious background. Every
building or space creates its characteristic sound of intimacy or monumentality, rejection or
invitation, hospitality or hostility." (Pallasmaa, 2005). In architecture, the taste-smell system is
also used to activate emotions, direct, or distract. It has the intrinsic potential to help our spatial
memory and imagination. The sense of smell "makes us knowingly re-enter a space that has been
erased from the memory of sight; the nostrils stimulate a forgotten image; the nose makes the
eyes remember.” (Pallasmaa, 2005).

3.2. Phenomenological Approach and Designing the Marina Revival Center.
The building will provide an "Enmeshed Experience," which entails seeing the building's
spatiality as a dynamic interlocking of time (between past and present marine life), space (its
various zones), culture (Bahrain's maritime cultural identity), material, information, and way of
life. The psychological, cultural, political, economic, and social dynamics are all interconnected.
"Belonging" is the most significant emotional need that visitors of the marine revival center must
encounter through its built pieces, as belonging is the source of identity. The structure must link
them to their ancestors' past, traditions, and way of life, as well as the sea. Therefore, the Marine
Revival Center should provide different zones that revive the local’s memories and remind them
of their grandparent’s lifestyle and history.
Starting with its location, the project will be developed as sustainable development within
a waterfront area (Figure 5) and will be implementing different water elements as for a long time
the water frontage areas have played a significant role in the developments of the countries.
These natural urban waterfronts can help in achieving more sustainable development within the
city by balancing between the natural and the social environment by affecting the human’s
physical and psychological aspect thus emotions and feelings. According to Önen (2007), using
the water as a planning element can significantly affect the human senses and phenomenological
experience within the developments.
a. First, the visual aesthetic effect due to its blue quality of color and the mirror effect that the
water reflection creates, which provides visual landscape and gives a sense of relaxation and
calmness.
b. The audial aesthetic effect is generated by the sound of the flowy water that represents the
continuity of life phases and generates different senses such as serenity, relaxation, and joy
senses while also giving the space vibrancy as a musical effect (Önen, 2007).
c. The tactile effect is caused by getting wet from the water splash from the sea, waterfall, and
the water features. However, the smell sense is reflected within the sea breeze "Fishing towns
are especially memorable because of the fusion of the smells of the sea and the town; the
powerful smell of seaweed makes one sense the depth and weight of the sea, and it turns any
prosaic town into the image of the lost Atlantis." (Pallasmaa, 2005).
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The water as a planning element doesn’t only have an aesthetic effect but also functional
effects which are the climate and noise control effect, circulation effect, and recreational effect
which all contribute to a more sustainable development and environment (Figure 6).

Fig.5: The Waterfront Area (Al-Ansari, 2009).

Fig.6: The Effect of Water as Planning
Elements (Önen, 2007).

The sustainable developments have approved their capability in being efficient when
dealing with the different environmental circumstances for example, in the current Covid-19
pandemic, the environmentally friendly buildings have approved their capabilities in being
healthier and more flexible design than the other buildings as it encourages having more
indoor/outdoor interaction due to the natural landscaping areas that it embraces which helps in
contributing to better mental health and well-being as it fights against the depression and mood
disorders that people can go through during this pandemic (Ateek, 2020). Also, being exposed
to the natural daylight within these developments ensures providing better living conditions as
the natural lighting and ventilation mechanism has approved its capabilities in killing the indoor
infectious agents and refreshing the outdoors (Dietz, 2020).

3.3.The Phenomenological Zones of the Marina Revival Center.
The research suggests developing several zones that target reviving the relationship
between humanity and marine nature. First, developing marine-related exhibition halls as these
zones plays a major role in integrating the multi-cultural aspects as they reflect the country’s
artistic and cultural platform through their inner displays, annual cultural celebrations, and
educational programs that aim to increase the individual’s sensitivity, awareness, and selfbehaving on the desired center’s goal “exhibitions can improve the cognition of visitors’ mind
and educational attainment which will lead to positive social behavior.” (Halil, Mohammad, and
Hanani, 2018).
According to “Developing a Toolkit for Emotion in Museums literature” that was written
by Linda Norris and Rainey Tisdale (2017), an architect can design an exhibition hall that
provides a more emotional experience by embodying his targets, different related emotions, and
memories within the displayed objects while organizing them according to a storyline that
discusses the issue in sequences to create a sense of curiosity and interest to the visitors (Norris
& Tisdale, 2017). Therefore, different type of exhibitions halls will be provided within the center
such as the Bahrain Maritime Related Exhibition that displays different types of sculptures,
portraits, and documents, a Marine Artificial Exhibition Hall that displays the marine creature’s
specimens and sculptures as these exhibits reveal these creatures' unique features by showing the
audience their three-dimensional shapes and unique characteristics. These unmovable displays
are suitable for observation and education. “To raise awareness of the need for conservation of
the marine environment, it is also necessary to raise awareness of marine life and biodiversity.”
(Omura, 2019). Also, virtual reality and hologram exhibition will be implemented which
enhances both the visual and the audial experience within the center. The senses are also able to
perceive atmospheric qualities due to the dynamics of its interior, light shadow, materials,
textures, and sounds.
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In order to create a comprehensive knowledge about the marine aquatic life, a public
aquarium will also be added to the center to allow observing these living creatures and enhances
the phenomenological experience within the center as the bluish color of the water gives a sense
of being immersed within the sea (Figure 7). Duman and Cengizler studies (2018) has approved
that is in direct contact with the marine creatures have impacted upon people, afford perception,
emotional, renovation and recreational welfares as studies have approved that the public
aquarium can play a significant role in improving the human’s psychological status as it offers
an exceptional opportunity that introduces the magnificent hidden marine life ( Duman &
Cengizler, 2018).

Fig.7: The Blue Planet Aquarium (Mork, 2012).

Fig.8: Advanced Technologies to Be Used After
Covid19 (Ateek, 2020).

3.4. The Post-Pandemic View for the Exhibiting Public Spaces.
According to Buxton’s interview with two expert architects which are Pippa Nissen and
Geoff Shearcroft (2020), several main findings toward the future of the inner exhibiting public
spaces were highlighted. Nissen believed that the majority of the future public spaces are
expected to reappraise their priorities to focus more on the sustainability main pillars, the
indoor/outdoor well-being, and the aesthetic values within the design. He also added, ensuring
a fully safe journey within the center is a must to help the audience in generating senses of
confidence and to relieve their wornness of being in a public zone, this can be achieved by
creating a clear linear way of organizing the exhibits and zones as in the linear arrangement the
people will be able to see the ending and the beginning of the spaces and will feel more
controllable unlike the other types of arrangements that allow a lot of interlocking paths
(Buxton, 2020). However, Shearcroft believes that exhibiting public spaces have their spatial
generosity that allows social distancing and prevents the interactive connection with the
displays as most of the displays are marked with “don’t touch” signs, therefore, this pandemic
will reinforce the clarity of the spatial generosity (Buxton, 2020). The minimum social distance
between the visitors should be one meter and a half. The architects believe that the digital
exhibiting and contacting technologies will be flourishing in these centers such as the voiceactivated elevators, automatic doors, and cell phone controlled services (Figure 8) which will
help in reducing the need for physical interaction which is the main cause of the disease
transmissions (Bulkeley & Betsill, 2005).

4.

CONDUCTED SURVEY
A survey was conducted to investigate the psychological and social behaviors of the Bahraini
community toward the sea and to measure the strength of the human-marine life relationship to come
up with a fundamental justification base for using the phenomenological approach and its impotence,
as mentioned earlier this approach will help in increasing the bond and appreciation level of the people
to the marine life thus awareness as the studies have approved that a more effective marine
conservation method could be achieved when the community and the public themselves start to take
actions toward this issue “A well-informed public with a good understanding of the marine
environment can exert the necessary pressure to effect changes.” (Maribus, 2015). This survey was
done by studying different perspectives and practices that highlight these aspects. The questioner
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covered 150 people 86% of them are Bahraini people which will mainly support the aim of the study
and help in analyzing the local’s behaviors, level of awareness and knowledge on the marine life,
needs, and desires

5. THE RESULTS
The first part covered several questions that were proposed to understand the public’s
relationship with marine life and the reason behind this relation
a. 82.2% of the questioned group has agreed that there is an existing bond between them and the sea
as they mainly consider themselves sea lovers (Figure 9-A), as well as that 72,6%, has approved
on the fact that the sea has formed a significant part of their childhood memories (Figure 9-B)
which reflects the social desire of the Bahraini parents in connecting their child with the country’s
traditions and old professions
b. To rate the strength of this human-sea relationship and to explore the effect of this aquatic aesthetic
environment on the public’s daily routine, the questioned group were asked to specify how
frequently do they visit the sea and for what purpose, 29,6% has answered that they visit the sea
weekly, 21.5% visit it monthly, 14.1% visits it couple times a month, however, the rest visit it
couple times a year. The variation on the answers mainly goes back to several aspects such as the
distance between their homes and the seafronts, their interests, etc.
c. 87.4 % has agreed that they visit the sea to relax and meditate as the aesthetic view of the sea and
the sound of its waves generate different senses for them such as spirituality and relaxation, which
makes the sea an escape for them from the tiring crowded life, this mainly reflects on the
psychological aspect of the public’s behavior. However, 54.1% answered that they mainly visit
the sea to entertain themselves by practicing their sea-related hobbies such as fishing, diving, and
swimming.
d. 62.2% of the questioned group has agreed that the waterfront areas are their favorite entertaining
destination, which reflects the importance of taking more care of these spaces and well-designing
them to meet the public’s desires and provide a satisfying experience for them.
The second part of the survey was dedicated to cognition of the public awareness level and
knowledge on the marine’s creatures and threats:
e. 12% of the questioned group only thinks that they have enough knowledge of marine life and its
creature. However, 57.1% said that they don’t while only 18% of the peoples questioned were
aware of the marine’s threats. However, 58,6% of them said that they know a little about the
marine’s life conditions and are willing to know more if they got the chance (Figure 9-C), making
the Marina Revival Center more substantial as this center will mainly respond to the human’s lake
of consciousness in the marine’s life as it aims to rescue this life by increasing the people’s
knowledge on the aquatic environment.
f. Another question was also proposed to measure the community’s acceptance and response to
having such development in Bahrain which is to how far they think that such development can
contribute to raising people’s awareness 85.3% answered that it will. However, the others
answered with maybe (Figure 9-D).
g. Finally, the questioned group were asked to rate the need of such project after addressing its main
desires, 65.2% have answered that such development is very needed due to its importance while
25.2% has answered with needed only with no “not needed” answer which ensures on the
importance of such development.
To conclude, the questioned group were asked about the reason that will make them visit such
a space, 68.9% answered to spend precious time with their family and friends, which encourages
social well-being, 57.8% answered that it’s because this building considers as a new recreational spot.
However, 48.1% agreed that this center is a suitable space to explore marine and underwater life,
mainly due to their interests in this life.
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A. Do you consider
yourself a Sea lover?

B. Does the sea formed
part of your childhood
memories?

C. Do you think that you
have enough knowledge
about Marine living
creatures?

D. Are you aware of the
current Marine’s Life
situation and the threats
that it's dealing with?

Fig.9: Some Pie Charts from the Conducted Survey Results (Channaa, 2020).

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION:
There is an acute need to consider developing the waterfront areas in Bahrain as they reflect
the country’s marine heritage and should be preserved. These waterfront areas can help in
encouraging the relationship between the community, sea, and port, especially when using the
phenomenological approach and considering the economic, social, and environmental sustainability
pillars. The phenomenological approach will help in producing a waterfront resilience development
that aims to revive Bahrain marine life by emphasizing the human’s sensory experience, to increase
the public’s level of awareness on the marine life, thus evoke the required marine preservation public
response. This development will mainly link between the past and the present by recalling Bahrain's
maritime cultural identity to preserve it and will connect with the present through the development's
contribution in dealing and responding to the current and future environmental circumstances as it
will mainly be focusing on the marine's living conditions and human's well-being. The need of
developing this center emerges from goal 14 of the SDGs, which is "Conserve and sustainably use
the oceans, seas and marine resources for sustainable development." (Committee of Bahrain National
Information, 2018). This development will comply with the governmental efforts toward the aquatic
environment and overcome the human's lack of consciousness on marine life by increasing their
marine knowledge and awareness.
Using the phenomenological approach within the proposed development will create an
emotional space that evokes the visitor’s feelings and memories as it mainly targets their emotional
experience and well-being. Moreover, it will create a sense of intensity between the users and the
place, which will strengthen the relationship between the human, marine, and maritime in Bahrain.
The responsibility of conserving the magnificent marine environment is ours to preserve its
environmental conditions and cultural heritage, thus sustainability. Several main findings were driven
from the previous literature and conducted a survey which could be resumed in the following:
a.

b.

c.

Marine life mainly plays an essential role in the contribution to the continuity of the planet’s
lifecycle as it provides several materialistic and nonmaterialistic services that could be classified
into four groups which are the supportive, provisioning, cultural, and regulating services.
From analyzing the State of the Environment in the Kingdom of Bahrain report (2009) that
discusses the main reasons threatening the environment in Bahrain, the main finding is that
human’s behaviors and activities are the main factors threatening marine life, including the landbased, coast-based, and the sea-based resources.
Bahrain has taken several series steps to encourage the marine conservation process, as it has
established the Public Commission for the Protection of Marine Resources, the Environment,
and Wildlife of Bahrain and agreed in several marine related-protocols. However, additional
community effort is required, as studies have approved that having a more marine-aware public
will effectively contribute to a better public-sea connection level and conservation process.
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d.

e.

According to the theoretical literature, the phenomenological approach can offer to their visitors
a multi-sensory experience of place-making that incorporates the five human senses which are
the vision, audial, touch, hearing, taste, and smell within the journey of experiencing the space.
It will not only be a space to display objects but rather zones that encourage different patterns of
learning and socializing. Therefore, the desired awareness movement and knowledge gaining
can be achieved indirectly through a successful emotional journey with embodied objectives and
can evoke feeling to generate a more significant public response.

7. REMEDIES:
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

To appeal to a more responsible community that has excellent levels of knowledge on the marine
and coastal environmental circumstances, a considerable awareness movement should be
established, this can be achieved by implementing the phenomenological approach within the
development as it will positively revive the sense between human and marine environment.
The development should provide an "Enmeshed Experience" which entails seeing the building's
spatiality as a dynamic interlocking of time, space, culture material, information, and way of life.
The psychological, cultural, political, economic, and social dynamics are all interconnected.
"Belonging" is the main psychological condition that the visitors should experience through the
development’s constructed pieces, as belonging is the source of identity. The structure should
interface them to their precursors' past, customs, and lifestyle as well as the sea.
The waterfronts should be developed as environmental-friendly places as these developments
has approved their capability in being efficient when dealing with the Covid-19 pandemic, as
they are healthier, more flexible and can encourage having better mental health and well-being
as it fights against depression and mood disorders that people can go through during this
pandemic.
The research suggests developing several seafront zones that target reviving the relationship
between humanity and marine nature such as marine-related exhibition halls and public
aquariums that integrates multi-cultural aspects and can increase the individual’s sensitivity,
awareness, and self-behaving while also manipulating the light sources, spaces, color, sound,
text and the indoor and outdoor interaction spaces.
When developing waterfront areas after the Covid19 pandemic, several aspects should be
considered such as: reappraising the priorities to focus more on the sustainability main pillars,
the indoor/outdoor well-being, and the aesthetic values, creating a clear linear way of organizing
the zones as people will feel more controllable and safe when they see the end and the beginning
of the spaces as well as using more digital technologies to reduce the need for physical
interaction.
The Marina Revival Center which will implement the phenomenological approach to deal with
the relation between the Bahraini people and the Marine life has an excellent opportunity to stand
out and to achieve its noble desires and goals if only it was well-designed by taking into
consideration the maritime historical background of Bahrain, the current marine and
environmental conditions that the country is dealing with, and the future opportunities and
chances while also promoting the sustainability environmental, social and economic main pillars.
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8. APPENDICES
8.1. Conducted Survey
Age

Gender

Current Status

Marital Status

8.1.1. The Relationship with the Sea
Do you consider yourself a Sea lover?

Does the sea form part of your childhood
memories?

How frequently do you visit the sea?

For what purpose do you usually visit the sea?

In your opinion, do we need a new public well-prepared
water-frontage space to practise our sea hobbies?

When you are looking for an entertaining
destination, where do you usually go?
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8.1.2. The Marine Life
Do you think that you have enough knowledge about
Marine life and its creatures?

Are you aware of the current Marine’s Life
situation and the threats that it's dealing with?

In your opinion why should we start taking action to
conserve marine life?

On a scale of 5, rate the need for such a center in
Bahrain

What type of activities do you prefer to have more in this
center?

Do you think that such a center will contribute to
increasing people's awareness about marine life?

8.2 In your opinion, what actions should be taken when designing public space to ensures a
healthier environment after the Covid19 pandemic?
Assure big space, open area, a nurse office
Frequent sanitization And larger areas to
insure social distancing
Seating arrangements and waiting areas that
comply with social distancing
Larger circulation spaces, more spaces
outdoor and its relation with the indoor
Always prioritize the safety of the citizens,
must be handicapped friendly, etc.
Make sure it’s clean, add sanitizers, take
peoples temperatures before going in
Proper Patch ways, wide public spaces,
different opportunities in one place
Making sure the public space takes all
safety precautions including sanitizing and
what not.-making sure that it is suitable for
all ages.
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تواجد شرطة األمن للحرص على االلتزام بقواعد السالمة وتطبيقها
 الن االكتظاظ و االزدحام قد ينشر العديد،الحرص على تحمل العدد الكبير من الزائرين
من االمراض وليس فقط كورونا
 و االسعار تكون متوسطة في السعر بحيث تتناسب مع، المحافظة على نظافة المكان
الجميع
صيانة المساحات العامة بشكل دوري
مراعاة التباعد االجتماعي وجود كادر للتنظيم والترتيب تطبيق العقوبات على المخالفين
عدم استخدام ادوات الغير ترك مسافه بين العائالت للراحة النفسية- التنظيف والتعقيم
ايضا عدم االزدحام والفوضى
يجب فرض إجراءات مشددة لكل من يخالف يخرب أو يرمي األوساخ
الحرص على النظافة العامة والنظافة الدائمة لجميع المرافق توعية الناس عن طريق
وضع الالفتات وما شابه مخالفات صارمة في وجه من يخالف القواعد
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